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AAI is now the Key!
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Estimated Number of AAI Accounts
Service Providers in SWITCHaai

E-Learning
- OLAT
- Moodle
- WebCT CE
- WebCT Vista
- Dokeos
- ADlearn
- DOIT
- CASUS
- ILIAS
- Claroline
- Blackboard

Libraries
- EZproxy
- ScienceDirect
- VirtualLib
- DigiTool
- JSTOR
- RERO
- EBSCO
- Aleph

Other Web Applications
- eConf Portal
- BSCW
- SLCS
- Compicampus
- OpenCMS
- EVA
- WebSMS
- Plone
- Jahia
- TWiki
- Sympa
- Lenya
- uPortal
- IS-Academia

Commercial & other Partners
- MSDNAA
- Neptun Store
- Federal Court
- SwissLex
- operational
- in pilot
- ideas
- >170 Resources

operational
in pilot
ideas
>170 Resources
Activities in 2007

- Shibboleth 2.0 Testing & Deployment Planning
- Continuation of AAA (AAI + Accounting)
- Pilot on Assurance Levels internally at SWITCH
- Support of subsidized projects at universities
- More universities to join
  - teacher training
  - applied sciences
- MSDNAA with AAI AuthN via gateway to e-academy operated by ETH Zürich
- Re-implement Virtual Home Organization web app